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Latest news from the studio of Jordan Harcourt-Hughes
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FROM
THE
STUDIO
Greetings from the studio!
As I put together this edition of Earthed, I am

CONTENTS

feeling wonderfully nourished after a long
weekend in Byron Bay, where I have two amazing
friends who now live there. Hence, this edition
is particularly infused with the ocean, where I
had the experience of getting dumped by several
beautiful large foamy waves, an experience that
took me back to my childhood – we used to spend
all of our summers at the beach and I loved being
connected to those memories. Swimming with
a friend is also a glorious experience – bracing

1. B is for Breathe: exploring the theme of this
edition of Earthed
2. Shop my design Mysterious Tuesday
3. Easing off the grid: talking with my friend
Karen about her fabulous garden
4. New products for your bedroom
5. Creative beginnings: my friend Felicity gives

the waves together, floating gently and bobbing

some tips on starting your own creative

up and down waiting for the next waves to dive

practice

under, letting the waves thunder over us.
It was a weekend that really allowed me to

6. Stock list

‘breathe’ – also a theme of this edition. That
idea of breathing out, leaving stress behind, and
recalibrating by getting out of the city, was one
of the best things about my mini-break. It was
such a good holiday I felt like I’d been away for
a week!
I hope you, too, get the chance to breathe out

Find me online
jordanharcourthughes.com

over the summer, and that you enjoy this edition
of Earthed.
Jordan x
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B is for breathe...
This is the next instalment in my Communing with
the Universe series. I like to ponder the different
ways we can, through physical and creative means,
engage in a broader, more satisfying dialogue
with nature and the universe we live in. I think
of ‘communion’ as a level above ‘communication’
where we are able to use our entire sensory beings
in the process; to absorb, listen, appreciate and find
meaning.
When it comes to the sensation of breathing out,
I think everyone can appreciate how wonderful it
feels. To release stress and toxins from our entire
being, to reduce the overload of sensation. To come
back down to Earth. To reconnect and find our way
back to that place of peace.

Breathe - drift – find some place new
As humans, we have many different ways of
breathing out - we can do this by taking a quiet walk
on the beach, appreciating the power of the ocean
and the vastness of the sky, and letting our bodies
be ever so slightly altered by the energy of the water
and the powerful presence of nature. This is a one of
my own favourite activities. We find ourselves lulled
into an altered state of consciousness, and this is
often where magic happens. As we contemplate
our day or our lives, new observations and insights
reveal themselves.

jordanharcourthughes.com
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Switching out our senses

overwhelmed. We forget to practice other

or education on how to hear using your body,

Who is to say that those new insights are

kinds of listening.

we don’t do it (or we’re not consciously aware
of it even if we do).

not gifted to us through a connection with a
where were are less busy, more thoughtful,

Building
muscles

and more open?

What would happen if we shut our ears? How

If we can start to use our bodies more, start to

These kind of relaxing, meditative practices

much would we hear then? My opinion is that

understand how they can be a receiver and a

are often powerful because we do them

the body hears through every pore in our being.

transmitter of vibratory data, then the entire

quietly. We move away from busyness and

I think our entire body is a listening device, and

universe opens up to us. There are a trillion

into silence, or at least a quiet space that does

much of the communication in our universe is

sounds out there all around us which we never

not require us to use our voices and our ears as

vibratory.

hear. Animals may hear them but they never

much as our hearts and minds.

It’s not just our eardrums that make sense of

make a disturbance in our human- audio

vibration. Our entire body, being made up

range.

universal intelligence, that exists in that space

up

‘alternate’

sensory
Listening to the Universe

Another B - Block your Ears

to such a large extent of water, also registers

Every time I have sat down to write about this

vibration. This means that our bodies can pick

So if we take that a little further and consider

process of breathing out in the last few weeks,

up vibratory information that sits outside what

all of the sounds that are being made across

another ‘B’ action keeps coming to mind that

our ears can detect.

the dimensions, across the universe, how
much could we hear, if we simply opened up

is also about communing - and that is ‘the
idea of ‘blocking our ears’.

We don’t always know what we know

our imagination and considered that our ears

Why is the idea of blocking our ears so

We’re capable of receiving energetic

don’t tell us everything, and that if we want to

connected to breathing out? I think it’s

impressions, sound waves that reach us

hear more, we have to hear differently?

this; breathing out needs to last longer than

through vibration. The problem is that these

the actual physical sensation of release. To

impressions aren’t something we consciously

I think it’s an exciting concept to explore. And

sustain it, we also need to stop ourselves from

notice, especially because we’re not trained

I think it all starts with our breathe and taking

loading up again straight away with all of the

or encouraged or taught how to notice them.

the time to step back, unwind, slow down,

stimuli that comes at us from all angles, at

Another challenge is that we don’t have a

breathe out... and just be.

all times throughout our waking hours. And

common language or agreed science for whole-

in addition, because there is so much actual

of-body hearing and listening. Because we

noise in our lives, we are constantly feeling

don’t have language for it, or agreed thinking
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latest print

NEW PRODUCT!

Perfect
for gifts!

Shop my design ‘mysterious tuesday’
CURTAINS $130.00

shop the curtains

EXTRA LARGE
ART PRINT
$62.00
NOTEBOOK $14.99
shop the notebook

SERVING TRAY $39.00

shop the tray

CLICK HERE TO

DESIGNER MUG $16.99
shop the mug

shop the print

NEW PRODUCT!

COASTERS $15.00
shop the coasters

jordanharcourthughes.com
Prices in USD. Shipping not included.

TOTE BAG from $24.99

WALLPAPER $180.00

shop the tote

shop the wallpaper

jordanharcourthughes.com

easing off the grid

Talking with my gorgeous friend Karen about her family’s move north and their fabulous garden
What made you decide to move up to Byron

You have an amazing, bountiful garden. How

from Sydney?

did you start it and what are you growing

We always knew we would leave the city once

right now?

we had a child - we just weren’t sure where. We

We started off with hay bale gardening. Google

loved Sydney and we had a great life but we

it - it’s great - particularly for renters or with

wanted more. More nature, more time, more

those with small or restricted spaces.

connection and more community. So we spent

We finished our landscaping only last year

each holiday for years travelling to places we

when we finally committed to a spot to build

loved, to investigate them as potential spots to

the raised garden bed. We are on our second

settle in. The main thing we were looking for was

season and this crop is much better that the

community - a left-leaning, socially progressive,

first. We are currently growing corn, beetroot,

open minded community to be part of.

tomatoes, cucumbers, cos lettuce, zucchini,

We looked at Hobart, Bellingen and Maleny

radish, leeks, celery, pumpkin, sweet potato.

before settling on Byron. We finally moved

We have also planted a lot of fruit trees around

the year before our son started school. We had

the place including raspberries, blueberries,

enough of the corporate matrix life and we

mango, mulberry, melon, avocado, lemon, lime,

found the most amazing tiny little community

orange, pineapple, lychee, peach, dragonfruit,

school in Byron. And for some strange reason

passionfruit and bananas.

we fluked the school waiting list. Once we found

The fruit trees will take a while before they start

the school, everything else fell into place. I think

producing. We happily wait and watch them.

the timeframe between actually finally deciding

I’m most proud of my pumpkin vine. I bought

to go - and disengaging from our jobs, leaving

an organic pumpkin from the farmers market,

the house and hopping in the car with our

saved and dried the seeds and then a year or

belongings was less than 4 months. It happened

two later, planted them straight into the ground

very quickly once we committed.

between our screen trees. Most of the seeds
sprouted and are now happily growing flowers.

How long have you been there now?

The pumpkin vine also becomes the living mulch

We have just passed our four year sea-change

between the screen trees - saving weeding and

anniversary. Everyone says if you can last the first

gardening work. I did a permaculture course

year of a sea change, you have made it. We love it

when I first moved up here as I had no idea and

here - certainly no regrets!

completely brown fingers before moving here.
jordanharcourthughes.com

Permaculture teaches you some great things - in

fridge in jars. It lasts ages and it’s perfect to grab

terms of working smartly with nature to make

and make a roasted beetroot and goat’s cheese

things easy.

salad for lunch. Beetroot is also great to shred

How long do you think it will take you to ease
yourself off the grid completely?
We hope to install solar in 2019. Then it will
just be a matter of growing more food. So far we
are self sufficient in water, oregano, mint and
ginger!
Has everything been purposefully grown or
have there been happy accidents?
Lots of happy accidents. I often plant things and

some in the food processor - again storing it in
the fridge for lovely Buddha bowls.
Our zucchinis were particularly plentiful too.
One was double the size of a milk bottle.
When you grow your own food you soon realise
how ridiculous the supermarket cosmetic food
standards are. Nature is so diverse and doesn’t
grow perfect uniform specimens. The diversity
and uniqueness of each piece is to be celebrated
and not wasted.

then forget what it is. At the moment we have
2 lovely big melons coming up. However, I can’t
remember if they are watermelons or rockmelons.
A great piece of permaculture advice - only plant
what you like to eat. After one bumper season of
kale that never got harvested - we know we will
never plant kale again! So whichever type the
melons turn out to be - we know we will enjoy
eating them.
What do you love about being able to grow
your own food sources?
There is something special about watching a tiny
baby fruit grow. It’s great to walk in the garden
and admire the growth and it’s little baby fruit.
The plants seem to blossom with the attention.
And then we get to eat it with joy. It’s a real
privilege to be part of the process. And of course
I know exactly what pesticides and herbicides
have been used. Or what kind of chlorine wash
has been used to ‘clean’ the produce. None. :)
What dishes have you made recently with
food that you’ve grown?
Roasted beetroot and goat’s cheese salad and
zuchinni and bacon frittata have been winners.
I roast beetroot in the oven and store it in the

WHAT I’M READING
Title: Her Smoke Rose Up Forever by James Tiptree, Jnr
Better in hard copy or digital format? It’s summer! I loved
having a digital detox and reading this book the old fashioned
way. My hard copy was great for taking with me for an early
morning coffee or a walk on the beach.
Why read it? This is probably my find of 2018. I’m not usually
a short story person, but these stories are so dense, so sharply
detailed and imagined, that you get that same feeling of satisfying immersion that you do with a novel. This author fooled
the world for an entire decade into thinking she was a man
before her real identity was discovered. It’s fascinating, as many
have spoken of her masculine style of writing - and it’s there on
the surface, but there are strong streaks through many of the
stories of women finding their feet, often in strange landscapes
and worlds. Brilliant, brilliant stuff. Grab this book while you
can - it’s one of the only collections of Tiptree’s work still in
print.
jordanharcourthughes.com

https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/417990409151212627/

bedroom

Now available for your bedroom - pillow cases, sheets and duvet covers!
‘MYSTERIOUS TUESDAY’
SHEET SETS FROM $189.00
Natural cotton sateen Langshan sheet sets
are a great way to introduce a pop of color
to your bedroom, or the guest room.

shop the sheets

FLANGED PILLOW SHAMS
FROM $43.00
The Sebright pillow sham is a soft 100%
natural cotton sateen pillow cover. With its
distinctive flanged edge detail, it’s a great
way to bring Mysterious Tuesday’s oceanic
color palette to your bedroom.

shop the shams

DUVET COVERS FROM $179.00
Made with 100% natural cotton sateen,
the Wyandotte duvet cover also features
a discreetly hidden zipper at the foot and
comforter ties inside of each corner.

shop the cover

jordanharcourthughes.com
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creative

are a constant creative enrichment.

bamboo brushes that I’m keen to paint with

What’s

I chat with my awesome friend Felicity about leaving the
city behind for Byron Bay, and how she’s been exploring
her own creativity.
continuing

with

my

theme

of

‘Breathing’ for this edition of Earthed, how did
moving to Byron from Sydney change the way
you breathe?
Inner city Sydney living was exciting and fast-paced,
though I was always seeking out nature - parks,
beaches, trees in amongst the vibrancy of the city.
Moving to Byron 12 months ago has allowed me the
space to breathe. I feel energised and more vital
being closer to nature and in nature and the ocean
more regularly. I’ve always been a nature lover hiker, camper and swimmer and am a passionate

Leonard by Felicity

projects on the go, and recently gave me some
soon.

beginnings
Felicity,

creams against a blue, grey or sunset pink sky

your

favourite Byron

What do you recommend to anyone else

beach?

looking to start a creative practice?

Clark’s Beach is

Focus on one medium to start. e.g. pottery,

my favourite - it’s

painting, sculpture, writing, weaving - and buy

my closest beach

some materials at the cheaper end of the scale

and has a fabulous

to see if you like it and start experimenting.

cafe called Beach

You won’t love everything you create, though

that I share with my Sydney friends and family

there are likely to be some gems in there so

on their regular visits. I love the wonderful

keep going initially! Join a class or sign up to a

vista across the curved beach and thick green

course online or in a class to learn techniques

coastal heath, to the Pass and up to the Byron

and meet fellow creatives. Ask artist friend’s for

Lighthouse.

tips and tricks - I do often! Most importantly
have fun and be bold!

You recently started painting - what do you
enjoy about the process?
I really enjoy the creative process of painting - it
accesses a completely different part of mind and
I find it quite meditative. I like the freedom to
explore colour palettes and different techniques
and I like being able to create a picture in even
5 minutes. There’s so many amazing artists that
I draw inspiration from who happily share their
work and tutorials. I’m drawn to rich colour
palettes, patterns, animals, flowers and modern
art.

sustainability and environmental advocate.

What medium do you use and why?

What do you love about living so close to the

love that you can blend colours so easily and add

ocean?

water to ‘wash-out’ parts of a picture, yet have

Now I live 5 minutes from the ocean and swim

fine sharp strokes in other parts of a drawing. I

almost every day. The ocean’s energy is magnetic

can use one or two colours and create something

and wonderful to be around and in. I love the

striking or use many colours. My mother is a

everchanging temper of the ocean, it’s never the

wonderful creative role model - she is a potter,

same each day and the blues and foamy whites and

quilter and avid gardener always with multiple

jordanharcourthughes.com

Watercolours are my favourite at the moment - I

jordanharcourthughes.com

STOCK LIST
New products
Curtains

Featured products

A note about my online stores

$130.00

shop the curtains

My art and design products are
available through a variety of online
marketplaces. All of them offer secure

Wallpaper

$83.32

shop the wallpaper

The click-to-purchase links will either

Also featured:
Large fine art print

shopping.
take you to my personal website where

$39.99

shop the print

I sell original artworks and special
packages, Society6, Fine Art America,
Roostery or Spoonflower. If you have

Sheet set

Duvet Cover

Notebook

Twin: $189.00
Queen $219.00
King $249.00

shop the sheet set

issues with any of these sites please let
me know by emailing me at hithere@
jordanharcourthughes.com.
Pricing

Twin: $179.00
Queen $209.00
King $239.00
$14.99

shop the duvet cover

Pricing is correct at the time of
publication. With the exception of
sales through jordanharcourthughes.

shop the notebook

com, all pricing is in USD. Items also
ship from the US.
Shipping

Serving Tray

from $39.00

shop the tray

Designer mug

from $15.99

shop the mug

Flanged pillow sham

from $43.00

shop the sham

Prices do not include shipping.
Shipping costs start at $10 and will be
calculated upon check out.
Returns
I want you to love whatever you
purchase, so if you don’t, you can
return it. Please let me know within
48 hours of receiving your goods.

To see the full range of Mysterious Tuesday
prints, homeware products and designer goodies, visit my website:
https://jordanharcourthughes.com/mysterious-tuesday/
jordanharcourthughes.com

Jordan is a Sydney-based author, artist

Website: jordanharcourthughes.com

and designer. Her work, renown for

To visit my Society6 shop click here

a vibrant use of colour, is a dialogue

To visit my Fine Art America shop click here

about nature, abstract beauty, spiritual

To visist my Roostery shop click here

experience and pattern making.

E: hithere@jordanharcourthughes.com
Facebook:jordaninthestudio
Instagram: jordaninthestudio
Pinterest: jhhs ydney

jordan in the studio
original art and design
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